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ABSTRACT
Recently, attention-based encoder-decoder (AED) models
have shown high performance for end-to-end automatic
speech recognition (ASR) across several tasks. Addressing
overconfidence in such models, in this paper we introduce the
concept of relaxed attention, which is a simple gradual injec-
tion of a uniform distribution to the encoder-decoder attention
weights during training that is easily implemented with two
lines of code. We investigate the effect of relaxed attention
across different AED model architectures and two promi-
nent ASR tasks, Wall Street Journal (WSJ) and Librispeech.
We found that transformers trained with relaxed attention
outperform the standard baseline models consistently during
decoding with external language models. On WSJ, we set
a new benchmark for transformer-based end-to-end speech
recognition with a word error rate of 3.65%, outperforming
state of the art (4.20%) by 13.1% relative, while introducing
only a single hyperparameter. Upon acceptance, models will
be published on github.
Index Terms— End-to-end speech recognition, encoder-
decoder models, relaxed attention, speech transformer
1. INTRODUCTION
End-to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR) gained a lot
of interest in the research community as it makes phonetic
modeling obsolete and significantly simplifies the processing
pipeline while achieving superior performance compared to
hidden Markov model (HMM)-based (hybrid) approaches
in many prominent ASR benchmark tasks, especially those
that comprise large amounts of data [1, 2]. Common end-
to-end ASR approaches that directly translate acoustic in-
put sequences into graphemic output sequences are based
on connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [3], recur-
rent neural network transducers (RNN-T) [4], or attention-
based encoder-decoder (AED) models [5]. The latter ap-
proach emerged from neural machine translation and was
soon adopted for ASR [6]. In contrast to early encoder-
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Fig. 1: Encoder-decoder multi-head attention as used in de-
coder blocks of transformer models (cf. Fig. 3) with relaxed
attention (red block) during training; Nh=4.
sentation [7], the attention mechanism uses variable-length
attention weight vectors to draw attention to relevant parts
in the input sequence, yielding significant improvements for
long sentences. Prominent AED model architectures are
the RNN-based listen-attend-and-spell (LAS) [8], the all-
attention-based transformer model [9, 10] and, as a variant of
the latter, the conformer model [11].
The problem of overconfidence in AED models is demon-
strated in [12], where utterances with high confidence scores
of an LAS model contributed to high word error rates (WER).
One reason for such behavior is the use of cross entropy be-
tween the predicted output token and the ground truth label
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(b) Listen-attend-and-spell (LAS) model.
Fig. 2: Standard end-to-end model architectures used for relaxed attention experiments in this work during inference.
Transformer decoder block details are shown in Fig. 3. For faster inference, a batch of B hypotheses are processed in parallel.
tions [13]. This leads to two problems: First, beam search de-
coding (especially with language models) is less effective as
alternatives to a given output token are harder to explore. Sec-
ond, it is unfavorable for gradient learning as the derivative of
the loss function approaches zero when a correct prediction
with high confidence is made by the model [14]. Methods
to deal with sharp state probability distributions in (hybrid)
ASR (often necessary for stream fusion) are stream weight-
ing [15, 16, 17], limiting [18], and the use of temperature in
the softmax function [19, 14]. One effective method to deal
with overconfidence in end-to-end ASR, introduced in [20],
is label smoothing that blends the one-hot label with a uni-
form distribution or assigns part of the probability mass to
tokens that are neighbors of the labeled token in the target
sequence [14]. Interestingly, label smoothing is also effec-
tive against overfitting [21] and thus is commonly used for
AED end-to-end ASR besides related regularization methods
such as spectral augmentation [22], dropout [23], multi-task
learning with an additional CTC loss [24, 25], and the re-
cently proposed multi-encoder-learning that uses additional
encoders only during training [26]. Regularization methods
applied to the crucial encoder-decoder attention mechanism
in AED models were only recently discovered in [27], where
CTC predictions in a multi-task learning setup are used to fo-
cus the attention in transformer models [27] to relevant frames
in the encoded input sequence.
In this paper we introduce relaxed attention, a simple
adjustment to the encoder-decoder attention weights during
training to reduce overconfidence in AED-based end-to-end
speech recognition without adding learnable parameters to
the standard model architecture. Different to label smooth-
ing, relaxed attention injects a uniform distribution to the
probabilistic attention weights (here: not the labels!) to pre-
vent the attention from being overly focused on the encoder
input frames. Relaxed attention can easily be implemented in
end-to-end ASR toolkits with two lines of code. We inves-
tigate the effect of relaxed attention across several attention-
based encoder-decoder models, namely the LAS and the
transformer model, and across two different tasks (i.e., Wall
Street Journal and Librispeech). We also investigate the in-
fluence of relaxed attention on the overconfidence problem
by analyzing the AED models with and without integration
of external RNN-based language models.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 revises
AED models and the attention mechanism to introduce our
relaxed attention approach. Section 3 provides details of
our conducted experiments, whose results are presented and
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. RELAXED ATTENTION
2.1. Attention-Based Encoder-Decoder Models
Attention-based encoder-decoder (AED) approaches to end-
to-end automatic speech recognition (e.g., the herein used
transformer and LAS architectures, shown in Figures 2 (a)
and 2 (b), respectively) comprise an encoder and a decoder
network to transform an input feature vector sequence xT̃1 of
dimension F and length T̃ to a sequence of output tokens cL1
with cℓ ∈ C = {c(1), c(2), . . . , c(D)} being a single output to-
ken (i.e., grapheme-based characters or subword units [28])
at output sequence index ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L} from a vocabulary
of size D. First, the original feature sequence xT̃1 is com-
monly preprocessed by several convolutional neural network
(CNN) layers to a subsampled representation that is indexed
by t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, with T < T̃ . While first approaches to-
wards streaming encoder-decoder models exist [29, 30], in
this work the encoder network computes a hidden representa-
tion hT1 =ENC(x
T̃
1 ) for all T frames that must be available
at the start of decoding. For each decoding step (starting at
ℓ=1), the decoder of the respective model uses the encoded
input sequence hT1 and the previous output token cℓ−1 to out-
put a vector Pℓ = DEC(h
T
1 , cℓ−1) comprising probabilities
of all output tokens cℓ. These probabilities are then subject
to a greedy or beam search algorithm which step-by-step in-
vokes the decoder until some end-of-sentence (EOS) thresh-
old is reached and the final hypothesis is emitted.
To gather information, which timesteps t in the encoded
input sequence are relevant for decoding of the output se-
quence at step ℓ, AED models use the attention mechanism
that internally computes attention weights containing proba-
bilistic information about relevant input times t.
In the following, we will revise attention types for the two
most common AED models that we used in our work. As
our proposed relaxed attention is applied only during training,
the notations in the following sections hold for the training
scenario, where the transformer model is able to train all L
output timesteps during decoding in parallel, while the LAS
model decodes the output sequence step-by-step.
2.2. Scaled Dot Product Attention (Transformer)
The standard scaled dot product multi-head attention (MHA),
introduced in [9], is the common attention type in several lay-
ers of transformer AED models (i.e., each encoder and de-
coder block cf. Figure 2 (a)) to model temporal dependencies
without using recurrent layers. While it is implemented as
self-attention employed in the encoder blocks, here we fo-
cus on the encoder-decoder attention in the decoder blocks
(cf. Figure 3) which draws the decoders’ attention to relevant
parts in the encoded input sequence hT1 ∈RT×d. The standard








































h being linear projection
weight matrices for the query Q, key K, and value V inputs,
i ∈ Nh = {1 . . .Nh} being the index of the in total Nh at-
tention heads, and d is the feature vector size being used in
most layers of the transformer model. For encoder-decoder
attention, key and value inputs stem from the encoder’s last
layer, yielding K V hT1 . The entries in each of the L rows of
the attention weight matrix Gi(Q,K)∈IL×T , with I=[0, 1],
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Decoder Block
Fig. 3: Single decoder block as used in the decoder of the
transformer model (cf. Fig. 2 (a)) during inference, yielding
a singleton dimension (...×1×...) in the decoder block tensors,
as the decoder is invoked step by step. Dropout layers [23]
are in dashed-line boxes. Details of the multi-head attention
block (yellow) are shown in Fig. 1 for the training case.
to the relevance of a time frame t to the decoding at step ℓ.
The outputs Zi of all Nh separate attention heads are concate-
nated and subject to a fully connected output layer, yielding
the MHA output Z ∈ RL×d. Note that for brevity of nota-
tion the attention dropout commonly applied to the attention
weights in transformer models is not shown in (1).
2.3. Bahdanau Attention (LAS)
Additive attention, also known as Bahdanau attention, was
proposed in [5] and is the common attention type for the LAS
model, shown here in Figure 2 (b). One of the main differ-
ences of the LAS model compared to the more recent trans-
former model is the employment of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) in each of the encoder and decoder blocks. Details
on the RNN encoder and decoder blocks will be given in Sec-
tion 3.3.1. Note that for the purpose of clarity, in the follow-
ing we reuse some notations of the transformer model (e.g.,
weight matrices), even though these entities depend on their
corresponding architecture. Unlike the previously described
scaled dot product attention used in transformer models, the
LAS model does not incorporate multiple attention heads, but




gt,ℓht ∈ R1×de (2)
for each timestep ℓ, with gt,ℓ being an element of the vectorial
attention weights gℓ ∈ I1×T , and ht ∈R1×de being a single















are computed utilizing the learnable weights W(Q)∈Rdd×da ,
W(V) ∈Rde×da , v,b ∈R1×da , with 1 being a T×da matrix
with all-ones, diag(r) of 1×da vector r being its da×da
diagonal matrix, and ( )T being the transpose. The query in-
put vector Qℓ ∈ R1×dd stems from the first RNN decoder
block of the LAS decoder, and de, da, dd are dimensions of
the encoder, attention, and decoder tensors, respectively (cf.
Fig. 2 (b)).
2.4. Novel Relaxed Attention
According to (1) and (3), the attention weights for both previ-
ously described attention types (i.e., Gi(Q,K)∈IL×T for the
scaled dot product MHA, and gℓ(Qℓ,V)∈ I1×T for the Bah-
danau attention) are of probabilistic nature after the softmax
activation function. To prevent overly sharp attention distri-
butions applied in training to the encoded input sequence, our
novel relaxed attention weights for the transformer model are
defined as simple as
G̃i(Q,K) =
[




, i ∈ Nh, (4)
gradually injecting a uniform distribution (with 1 here being
an L×T matrix of ones) into the standard attention weights,
controlled by a relaxation coefficient γ ∈ [0, 1], as shown
here in Figure 1. For the LAS model with relaxed Bahdanau
attention, which we also use for our experiments, the relaxed
attention weights for training are defined analogously as




with 1 here being a length T row vector of ones.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
3.1. Databases
We investigate our relaxed attention method on two prominent
ASR tasks. First is the 81-hour Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
dataset [31] using the dev93 and eval92 splits for evalua-
tion. Second is the 980-hour LibriSpeech dataset [32] with the
clean and other conditions of the dev and test datasets.
We measure system performance in terms of word error rate
WER = 1− N−D−I−SN , as well as w.r.t. character error rate
(CER) for some experiments, where the number of units N ,
deletions D, insertions I and substitutions S are calculated on
character-level instead of on word-level as for the WER. All
raw speech signals are sampled at 16 kHz and analyzed with
a 25 ms window and a frame shift of 10 ms.
3.2. Acoustic Frontend
For all experiments the encoder receives a sequence xT̃1 of
T̃ feature vectors, each of dimension F = 83, composed of
standard 80-dimensional filterbank features, extended with 3-
dimensional pitch features, both extracted with the Kaldi
toolkit [33]. The convolutional neural networks (CNNs) at the
input layer, shown as CNN block in Figure 2, consist of a total
of four convolutional layers, each using 3×3 filter kernels.
As the second and forth convolutional layer use a stride of 2
in both temporal and frequency direction, the input sequence
length is compressed to T = T̃ /4.
3.3. Model Configurations
In the following, we will describe all used model architectures
and training configurations. All models were trained using
the PyTorch-based Espresso and fairseq toolkits [34,
35, 36]. For the approaches dubbed Baseline, the model ar-
chitectures are configured exactly according to the recipes
available within the Espresso toolkit1. For our new Re-
laxed Attention approach, we extended the respective base-
line models with our simple modification according to (4)
or (5). All models were trained using the Adam optimizer
with cross-entropy loss and temporal label smoothing of 0.1
for Librispeech, and 0.05 for WSJ. We follow [10] for tri-
stage learning rate scheduling with a maximum learning rate
of 0.001. For Librispeech experiments, we also used spec-
tral augmentation [22]. No speed perturbation or multi-task
learning (as common in [37, 38]) was employed.
3.3.1. Listen-Attend-and-Spell (LAS)
The encoder of the LAS model incorporates three RNN en-
coder blocks (cf. 2 (b)) each consisting of a dropout layer
followed by a single bidirectional long-short term memory
(LSTM) layer of size de=640. The Bahdanau attention uses
an internal attention dimension of da = 320. Each of the
three RNN decoder blocks first concatenates both inputs be-
fore applying a single unidirectional LSTM layer with output
size dd = 320. All RNN decoder blocks also employ resid-
ual connections and dropout layers before the LSTM layers.
The LAS model was trained for 35 epochs and employed a
dropout of 0.4.
3.3.2. Transformer
The transformer used in our work follows the standard archi-
tecture as introduced in [9] and is shown in Figures 2 (a), 3,
and 1. The encoder uses absolute position embedding on the
input that has been preprocessed by the acoustic frontend (cf.
Sec. 3.2) and incorporates 12 encoder blocks, each consist-
ing of multi-head self-attention (MHSA) and pointwise fully
connected layers, while the transformer decoder stacks 6 de-
coder blocks (cf. Figure 3). For the WSJ experiments, as well
as on the 100 h training subset of Librispeech, we employ a



















0.05 5.53 2.80 4.02 2.06
0.10 5.42 2.75 3.87 1.88
0.15 5.43 2.72 3.77 1.90
0.20 5.59 2.87 3.92 1.96
0.25 5.99 3.14 4.02 2.13
0.30 6.00 3.02 3.88 1.85








Moriya et al. [25] 6.90 4.20




0.05 6.41 3.70 4.28 2.34
0.10 6.54 3.79 4.10 2.26
0.15 6.09 3.54 3.96 2.16
0.20 6.14 3.45 3.91 2.16
0.25 6.02 3.32 3.83 2.11
0.30 6.32 3.58 3.65 1.91
0.35 5.80 3.24 3.65 1.85
0.40 5.83 3.19 3.74 1.95
Table 1: Results on WSJ using LAS and transformer
models with various relaxation coefficients γ with language
model. The number of acoustic model (AM) parameters is
shown. Training of each model was repeated 5 times and av-
eraged. Best results for each model type are in bold font.
dropout of 0.1, while for the larger (460 and 960 h) datasets of
Librispeech we use a large transformer setting with d=512,
Nh=8, and dropout of 0.2.
3.3.3. Conformer
To further extend our investigations to a larger variety of
model architectures, we also employed the recent conformer
model [11] for experiments on Librispeech. While using
the exact same decoder as the transformer (cf. Fig. 2 (a) and
Section 3.3.2), the conformer model adds a convolutional
module after the MHSA in each encoder block, as well as
an additional fully connected module before. For the sake of
comparability, our implementation uses absolute positional
encoding but otherwise follows [38] with a total of 12 encoder
blocks and a convolution kernel size of 31.
3.3.4. Tokenization and Language Model
For WSJ experiments, we trained all acoustic models to
output tokens on character level, with a total amount of
D = 52 tokens (including special end-of-sentence and blank
symbols). We apply a word-based language model (LM)
that is able to output character-level tokens by using the
lookahead method from [39]. The LM is composed of three
LSTM layers, each comprising 1200 neurons totaling in an
amount of 112M parameters. For Librispeech we used a total
Approach LM
dev93 eval92
WER CER WER CER
Baseline
14.92 5.32 11.89 3.95
X 6.69 3.91 4.45 2.46
Relaxed Attention
16.14 5.48 12.73 4.04
X 5.80 3.24 3.65 1.85
Table 2: Results on WSJ with and without language model
(LM) using transformer models without (baseline) or with
relaxation (coefficient γ=0.35). Training of each model was
repeated 5 times and averaged.
amount of D = 5000 subword output tokens generated with
SentencePiece [28], and employ a token-level LM with
four LSTM layers and 800 neurons each. During decoding,
we use shallow fusion [40, 41] for LM integration according
to logPfinalℓ =logPℓ + λ logP
LM
ℓ with λ being the language
model weight that we keep fixed to the values from the recipes
in Espresso (λ=0.9 for WSJ, λ=0.4 for Librispeech).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
Experimental results on the Wall Street Journal task are
shown in Table 1. To achieve statistically profound results,
model trainings of both Baseline and Relaxed Attention
approaches were repeated 5 times (with different seeds for
weight initialization) and results were averaged. First, we
observe that the WERs for both AED model types (LAS and
transformer) are consistently lower with relaxed attention for
a wide range of relaxation coefficients. For the LAS model,
a WER reduction of 0.28% absolute (from 5.7% to 5.42%)
on dev93 corresponds to a relative WER reduction of 7.4%
on eval92, when using relaxed attention with γ =0.1. For
the transformer model, the best average result on dev93 is
achieved with γ = 0.35, yielding an average WER of 5.80%
on dev93 and 3.65% on eval92, which is an 18% relative
improvement on eval92 compared to our own Baseline
model (4.45%), and exceeds the current WSJ transformer
state of the art by Moriya et al. [25] (4.20%) by 13.1% rela-
tive, without adding any model complexity.
Interestingly, we note that the WERs on the eval92 set
are consistently decreasing with increasing relaxation (until
γ=0.35) and the single-best result for the transformer model
(before averaging, not shown in Table 1) even reaches 5.65%
on dev93, with a benchmark WER of 3.19% on eval92.
In a small ablation study shown in Table 2, we investi-
gate the behavior of both Baseline and Relaxed Attention
approaches with and without language model (LM). For the
optimal transformer relaxation coefficient γ = 0.35 that has
been found before under use of an LM, relaxed attention train-
ing performs suboptimal w/o LM, while with LM we obtain
the benchmark results from Table 1. This indicates that even









without LM with LM
dev test dev test
clean other clean other clean other clean other
Transformer
100 h
Baseline 19.31M 13.51 28.23 14.71 29.56 11.18 24.51 12.48 26.65
Relaxed Attention 19.31M 14.21 28.81 15.50 30.17 9.83 21.99 10.66 23.48
460 h
Baseline 69.81M 4.87 13.33 5.47 13.53 4.22 11.95 4.95 12.06
Relaxed Attention 69.81M 5.12 13.42 5.66 13.31 4.50 10.60 4.85 10.75
960 h
Baseline 69.81M 3.74 8.47 4.14 8.48 3.29 7.46 4.02 7.50
Relaxed Attention 69.81M 3.67 8.39 4.11 8.63 3.12 6.80 3.71 7.25
Conformer 960 h
Baseline 104.7M 3.47 7.55 3.59 7.68 3.27 6.94 3.59 7.17
Relaxed Attention 104.7M 3.37 7.74 4.06 7.85 3.16 6.59 3.95 6.85
Table 3: WER results on Librispeech using transformer and conformer models; relaxation coefficient γ = 0.25 for the 100 h
training set, and γ=0.2 for all others. Best results for each training set size and model type are in bold font.
Approach γ
dev test
clean other clean other
Baseline 0 11.18 24.51 12.48 26.65
Relaxed Attention learned 10.76 24.29 11.46 26.52
Relaxed Attention 0.25 9.83 21.99 10.66 23.48
Table 4: WER results of learned relaxation on Librispeech
(100 h training set) using transformer model with LM.
LM on WSJ, it helps decreasing overconfidence and makes
the model perfectly suitable for language model integration.
We additionally performed a further analysis of entropy
in the transformer MHA weights w/o LM. During training,
by application of (4), the relaxed attention weights G̃i have
higher entropy compared to Gi, as expected. During infer-
ence on dev93, the attention weights of the best Relaxed
Attention model (γ=0.35) yield a 4% higher entropy as com-
pared to the Baseline model, thereby confidence is decreased
even without relaxation (4) in inference, giving important de-
grees of freedom to the LM.
4.2. Librispeech
We choose Librispeech to validate our relaxed attention ap-
proach on a large dataset and also evaluate performance
on increasing training set sizes in Table 3. We report on
transformer-based models as they yield superior performance
compared to LAS models on Librispeech (e.g., in [2, 42]).
We also use a re-simulated conformer model, which holds
the benchmark WERs of 1.9%/3.9% in [11] on the clean
/ other portions of the test set. All re-simulated models
are compared without and with relaxed attention.
In our experiments we note that even without LM, relaxed
attention helps in some cases on the larger training sets for
both model types, while showing similar behavior as on WSJ
on the similar-sized 100 h training set. With LM on the dev
set, in 7 out of 8 cases relaxed attention leads to improve-
ments over all training set sizes and models, with particu-
larly consistent improvements in the other condition. On
the test set with LM, our relaxed attention for transformer
models exceeds Baseline performance in all conditions and
all training set sizes, while for the conformer model only an
improvement in the other condition is achieved (γ hasn’t
been optimized for the conformer). Using a standard trans-
former model trained with the entire 960 h training set, re-
laxed attention achieves a relative improvement of 4.9% av-
eraged across both test set conditions with LM (5.76% vs.
5.48% absolute WER).
In Table 4, we learned the relaxation coefficient γ during
training and observe that performance of the learned Relaxed
Attention is close to—but yet still lower—than the Base-
line approach. This is expected, as relaxed attention (similar
to other generalization techniques, e.g., dropout) harms the
training loss and thus the learned γ values in each decoder
block converged towards small values in a range of [0, 0.03]
during training in our experiments. We conclude, however,
that γ should not be learned but manually set to put stress on
the network to still learn under relaxed attention.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work we introduced relaxed attention for end-to-end
ASR, a simple method that smoothes attention weights in
attention-based encoder-decoder models during training to
decrease overconfidence of these models. Across a variety
of encoder-decoder models, we observe performance gains
when our method is used in combination with external lan-
guage models. Particularly on the WSJ task, transformer
models trained with relaxed attention reduce the average
word error rate by 13.1% relative compared to state of
the art, setting a new benchmark of 3.65% WER on WSJ
for transformer-based automatic speech recognition without
adding any model complexity in inference.
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